LIGHTING INVENTORY:

OVER STAGE:  
SOURCE 4 (36 DEGREE) 575w  45  
SOURCE 4 (50 DEGREE) 575w  8  
SOURCE 4 (26 DEGREE) 575w  2  
SOURCE 4 (PAR) 575w  24  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (36 DEGREE)  6  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (50 DEGREE)  1  
D60 SELR75 161w VIVID  12  
SPECTRA SS---Cyc 200 200w  8

BOX BOOMS (TOP TO BOTTOM, HOUSE L & R):  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (19 DEGREE)  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (19 DEGREE)  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (26 DEGREE)  
ALTMAN PHONEIX LED (26 DEGREE)  
SOURCE 4 (50 DEGREE) 575w  
SOURCE 4 (50 DEGREE) 575w

COVE 2 FOH:  
SOURCE 4 (19 DEGREE) 750w  4  
SOURCE 4 (14 DEGREE) 750w  9  
ALTMAN PHOENIX LED (19 DEGREE)  8  
ASSORTED 6X16, 22’S (OLD ALTMAN INVENTORY)